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The future is here—it’s just not evenly distributed yet

~William Gibson
AI Basics
AI is not a single technology. It is an umbrella term that includes any type of software or hardware component that supports machine learning, computer vision, natural language understanding (NLU) and natural language processing (NLP).”
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Fixed data for training
Data Set: Corpus of Invoices
Outcome: Identification of New Documents as Invoices as yes/no

Variable data for enrichment.
Data Set: Corpus of Invoices
Outcome: Cluster & Label Invoices by Vendor, Product, Terms, etc.

Variable data for prediction
Data Set: Corpus of Invoices
Outcome: Predict vendors inclined to provide additional discounts--shows right and wrong to become highly predictive)
DEEP LEARNING (DL)
A deep neural network

The tumor in the image is an oligodendroglioma.
The tumor in the image is an astrocytoma.
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NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING is used by Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri to listen to user queries and find answers.

ChatGPT is a Chat bot!!!
AI Applications & Risks
A layered risk-based approach to AI implementation.

**Source:** Based on the EU proposed Regulation on Artificial Intelligence (the EU AI Act) likely to be passed into law by the end of 2023.
US NIST AI Risk Management Framework
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ChatGPT

ChatGPT is an AI chatbot that uses natural language processing to create humanlike conversational dialogue. The language model can respond to questions and compose various written content, including articles, social media posts, essays, code and emails.

GPT stands for "Generative Pre-trained Transformer." Reinforcement learning through human feedback--augments ChatGPT with machine learning to improve future responses.
ChatGPT is integrated into Microsoft Edge (web).

GPT-3.5 powers ChatGPT. GPT-4 can be fed both text and images.
ChatGPT-Related Risks

- Hallucinations
- Automation Bias
- Societal Biases
- Misinformation
- Privacy Implications
Approaches to the use of ChatGPT run from banning to guidance to possible sanctions to integration in existing products.

**Italy Bans ChatGPT over Data Privacy Concerns** 4-11-23

**ChatGPT, Generative AI Gets 6-Month Ban in Maine Government** 1-27-23

**Mass. lawmaker uses ChatGPT to help write legislation limiting the program** 1-26-23

**Lawyer Who Submitted ChatGPT-Generated Phony Case Captions Apologizes to US Judge** 6-8-23

**Mandatory Certifications (Texas, 3-30-23) and Disclosures (Illinois, 3-31-23) by attorneys in Court.**

**'AI Arms Race': Privacy Class Action Claims ChatGPT Is 'Catastrophic Risk to Humanity'** 6-28-23
The Same Technology used Appropriately can be Inspiring!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIDaxI4xqJ4
Apple Engineer Killed in Tesla Crash Had Previously Complained About Autopilot

By Tom Krisher and Olga Rodriguez
The Associated Press
Feb 11, 2020

Is “it could be a deep fake a legal defense?”

TESLA / LAW / POLICY

Tesla lawyers claim Elon Musk’s past statements about self-driving safety could just be deepfakes / The company made the argument to justify why Musk shouldn’t give a deposition as part of a lawsuit blaming Tesla’s Autopilot software for a fatal crash in 2018. A judge gave a tentative order for Musk to be deposed.

Judge in Autopilot death case says defence argument ‘deeply troubling’ and wants Tesla CEO interviewed under oath on safety claims

Code Conference, 2016
The judge needs to decide, ‘Am I going to admit this evidence or not?’

The courts need to answer: “How do we authenticate the evidence.”

Possible Remedy: Both lawyers and judges need a technical expert on hand to authenticate the evidence.

Result: Judges ruled the Tesla video was not manufactured and could be entered as evidence.
Deep Fakes: Which is the AI Generated Artwork?

Collection of The Dali Museum, St. Petersburg, FL (USA)

Image by Julius H. from Pixabay
How can you tell?
The Results

This image is generated by AI
Paradata for Transparency & Accountability
“Defining an AI record and developing methods for capturing AI records is a project the profession should take on.”

~Norman Mooradian, Ph.D.
InterPARES researcher from San Jose State University

“If business is no longer to be transacted only by human beings, but also by AI agents, or some combination of the two, what will evidence of those transactions look like, what will the record be?”

~Jenny Bunn, PHD
InterPARES Researcher from The National Archives of the United Kingdom
Paradata is **the information about the procedure(s) and tools** used to create and process information resources, along with **information about the persons** carrying out those procedures.

~ITrustAI working definition
Paradata as AI processual documentation

• Paradata must document the full scope of application and context of use – not just the algorithm itself.

  • XAI: why did a given tool produce a given output from a given set of inputs?

  • Paradata: why, how, and to what effect was a given tool used in a particular context?

The National Archives (UK): “Building explainable AI is not just an algorithmic matter, but needs to consider the individuals and the environment in which it will operate” (Jaillant et al., 2020)
Metadata & Paradata -- relationships + purpose

Metadata about The Information Resource
For the purposes of documenting, describing, preserving or managing that resource.

Paradata about The AI Process
Enables processual insight, transparency, accountability.
The machine learning (ML) life cycle

- Obtain and format dataset
- Obtain or produce ML model
- Train model with dataset prepared
- Evaluate model performance
- Implement model
- May continuously improve model with new data
Relevant questions to ask related to paradata

1. What records are created within AI research teams to document their process?
2. What records are created of the decisions to procure or deploy systems utilizing AI?
3. What records are created of the decisions and impact of such systems?
4. Are the created records sufficient to meet existing legal provisions?
5. Do the created records meet the required standards of quality?
Examples of relevant paradata

Technical paradata

- AI Model (tested & selected)
- Evaluation & performance metrics
- Logs generated
- Model training dataset
- Training parameters for model
- Vendor documentation
- Versioning information

Organizational paradata

- AI policy
- Design plans
- Employee training
- Ethical considerations
- Impact assessments
- Implementation process
- Regulatory requirements
Next Steps for the AI & Paradata Study

• Focus on frameworks, risk evaluation, and documentation necessary to understand the type of paradata needed in different circumstances.

• Describe use cases based on approaches to AI and phases of projects such as planning, development, implementation, and operations.

• Identify records requirements in critical legal authorities (primary & secondary) addressing AI regulations (e.g., the AI Act, Model AI Governance, ISO standards, and Model Law for AI impact Assessments.)

• Develop guidance on paradata to be collected on the system level in relation to AI lifecycle.
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